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Objectives
& Context

Provide survivors and people who
support survivors with information
about Ontario University SV/GBV
policies
Emphasize sites of contradiction in
SV/GBV policy that may
(un)intentionally limit survivor control
over Disclosure/Report/Complaint
procedures

Our Research Team:
Dr. Jennifer Root, RSW
Associate Professor, WLU
Dr. Rebecca Godderis
Associate Professor, WLU
Hayley Moody
Project Coordinator & former SV Counsellor & Advocate, WLU
Joanna Brant
Executive Director, SAC Brant
Sonia Meerai, MSW, RSW
LTA Lecturer & PhD Student

This research was
supported by the
Social Sciences and
Humanities Research
Council of Canada
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Giving Thanks
To all those who are doing this work:
past, present & future.

Questions for
Participants
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Student

Please describe
your
connection to
the post
secondary
institution
nearest your
community:
(check all that apply)

My post
secondary
institution’s
policy meets the
needs of all
survivors who
study or work
on my campus

Staff ‐ administration (no front line support work with survivors)
Staff ‐ front line support work with survivors (counsellor/advocacy)
Faculty / Instructor
Community agency (sexual assault centre staff, domestic violence
shelter staff)
Other
Not connected
Prefer not to answer

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree
Unsure
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Questions we ask you to keep in
mind…
Where does my University policy sit/position itself in relation
to the information presented today?
How is my University policy similar or different?
What, if anything, do I want to do about my University’s
SV/GBV policy if these themes resonate with my own
experience/understanding?

We will consider this presentation a
success if people feel they can return
to their campus policy and begin to
identify things, and look for
contradictions, that might be helpful
for survivors to know, before
engaging with a SV policy.

Before we get started…
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Building on previous disclosure research (Root &
Godderis)
Current Research:

Rationale &
Background of
the Project

• Publicly available, mid‐size university, sexual violence
policies developed after Bill 132
• Read across policies, individually and as a group
• 50+ hours individual and group analysis
Why are they so hard to understand and read????
• Began documenting types of information that might
provide more transparency and information for
survivors, before deciding to engage with SV policy
• CDA findings will be published demonstrating
contradictions and collision of 2 distinct discourses:
human rights discourse and legal discourse
•

•
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Confidentiality is not protected in the
same ways as other helping supports

Disclosure can be
forced into a formal
report/complaint by
University
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Disclosure and/or Report moves
through the University, beyond
the person who receives the
initial disclosure

1
Disclosure Image

2
Report/Complaint
Image

1
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2

Survivors can
experience silencing
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Wrapping
up for
Now…

We recognize there are many
different ways to interpret
and analyze policies ‐ this is
one way

Our hope, and our intention,
was to provide folks with as
much information as possible
about how policies can be
enacted BEFORE survivors
engage SV policies

Thank you!
Questions!
SVdisclosureproject@gmail.com
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